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G = (V (G), E(G))
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X ⊆ G Ù7îº&)"@CG×#" {x, y} *-Í G 8<.);2=<@;?ﬁ#,$t$E' X 8;Í {x, y} ∩ V (X) 6= ∅ $'&/C
8;Í {x, y} CG*u"@.q&G*'0qÏ7"%:=*-&G×0A* E(X) u 8<&¿0ARF8;.qQ@$'.H"º$&FCN8;Í y CG*u"@.q&/*'0qÏ7"@:;*#&/×0A* V (X) 4
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u = {x0, y0} ∈ S d{$ﬂ+ﬁ#&ﬁﬁ&%MI#$ pi1 = 〈x0, . . . , xn〉 , 2 pi2 =









F (u) ≥ F ({x0, x1})
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F (x) = min{F (u) | u ∈ E, x ∈ u} ® F (x) JI4$ﬂ+ﬁº$:=0B8a0B,/C/"('/. x 
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F (u) = max(F (x), F (y))
, 2
F (u) >
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F ′(u) = minx∈u{F (x)} u $'&/C
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F ′(v) = F (v)
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u ∈ E é>êCë}ìbé>ívîì|ï/ðNé>ñ (VM , EM ) ò
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x← ]1®#Y­WLYBZn]\Y&V=U u [\¬-1®]1®-`] F (x) < F (u) ß
y ← ]1®#Y­WLYBZn]\Y&V=U u [3¬-1®]1®-`@] F (y) = F (u)  
F (u)← F (x)  F (y)← F (u) 




v = {y′, y} ∈ E øêõyëJõ>ë y′ /∈ VM ò
ç
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